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ABSTRACT 

 
This thesis presents a technique to measure the stroke of spiral signal in writing reference 

signal information during a multi-disk writing (MDW) seeder operation, which is a servo 

writing process in the self-servo writing method. The coefficient of variance monitoring 

and ramp detection techniques are designed and programmed in order to automatically 

control a magnetic head arm assembly in a high precision scale. The start and the end of 

spiral signal are used to confirm the stroke range. The ramp detection track is implemented 

to measure the spiral track shift. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

High recording density in hard disk drives (HDDs) is the important part to achieve the 

maximum drive capacity. In real word of the HDD technology, the track pitch and track 

width continue to reduce in order to increase a drive capacity following the track design 

rule. Fig. 1.1 shows the areal density of a magnetic recording continuously growth [1]. To 

achieve the requirement of a high area density maintaining in maximum drive capacity, a 

servo writing process must efficiently write the servo sector positioning signal to satisfy 

the desired track as much as possible. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.1 Growth of Areal Densities 

 

The method of writing product servo sectors to a disk of a disk drive uses the spiral pattern 

to be a reference signal. A spiral pattern is written by the Multi Disk Writer (MDW) for 2.5 

inch format and the High Density Servo Track Writer (HDS) for 3.5 inch format, which 

writes a plurality of spiral tracks to the disk by actuating the Micro Electronic Actuator 

(Micro-E) in a closed loop system. Each spiral track comprises a high frequency and sync 

mark signal. The spiral tracks are demodulated to maintain the synchronization of a servo 

write clock as well as maintain the magnetic heads along a circular target path while 

writing the product servo sectors to the disk. This process is called “spiral seed self-servo 

writing (S4W)”. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Due to the major goal of hard disk drive industrial is a continually to increase the drive 

performance and capacity, meanwhile still maintain the drive reliability. The major impact 

factor of both drive performance and reliability is the quality of servo sectors. To reduce 

the percentage of the servo failure, the servo sectors must be written with a high quality. 

That means spiral reference signal must be efficiently written as much as possible. 
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Currently in the 3.5 inch hard disk drive process, the disks and magnetic heads stack 

assembly are assembled and written the spiral tracks in the drive environment. The suitable 

spiral signal stroke can be detected by using the distance between the disk cash stop (inner) 

and the ramp (outer) of a disk drive. While the 2.5 inch hard disk drive process, the Multi 

Disk Writer is used to write spiral tracks in the disk level. The disk is written outside the 

drive environment. There is no control the spiral track range because the disk is built after 

writing process, this is the weak point which can be generate the problem as called spiral 

stroke shift which be the excursion issue in process. 

 

The Filler operation can handle some low qualities of spiral signal by using two methods. 

The first method is Track per Inch Scaling (TPI Scaling) which the track space between 

adjacent tracks is changed in order to maintain the highest drive capacity by using the 

algorithm during filler firmware. However, this method can generate the failures which 

relate to a track squeeze failure in HDD. The second method is Variable Data Tracks 

(VDT) which the area (spiral stroke) is optimized and selected to the possible maximum 

track that can be placed servo pattern information to a disk. However, the drive capacity is 

reduced when spiral signal low quality or short stroke. 

 

To avoid effect of VDT and TPI scaling, MDW has to be manually calibrated the stroke 

alignment of a machine by using the disk standard as called “golden disk” when the stroke 

shift is reported from Filler operation. This is weak point in monitoring process because 

the low quality written disk (spiral track shift) cannot be on time captured. In this reason, 

the automatic stroke measurement needs to be implemented. 

 

1.3 Objective 

 

The mission statement of this thesis is to study the spiral stroke measurement in 2.5 inch 

hard disk drive process in order to apply the high precision coefficient of variance 

monitoring technique and ramp detection on MDW to measure the quality of a written 

disk. 

 

When implement the spiral stroke monitoring, the expected benefits are: 

 

Firstly, the stroke measurement process can be automatically measured by MDW software. 

Secondly, a down time or a preventive maintenance time can be reduced. 

Finally, the spiral stroke shift failure which relate with the mechanical alignment will be 

captured during MDW operation. 

  

1.4 Scope 
 

An application is developed by using Microsoft visual C++ software in order to establish 

algorithm for monitoring the spiral stroke location and quality from the outer part of disk 

(OD) to the inner part of disk (ID) in 2.5 inch disk drive process. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction to HDD Servo Control 

 

A HDD (hard disk drive) consisted of a disk enclosure and a control circuit. The disk 

enclosure consisted of the mechanical parts enclosed inside such as; Base, Spindle motor, 

Recording media, Magnetic heads, Actuator. The actual drive is sealed by a cover and the 

inside cannot be seen. The control circuit was implemented on a PCB (printed circuit 

board). The spindle motor rotation, head positioning, data recording and reproducing and 

interface handling were controlled by control circuit.  All the functions were highly 

integrated in customized LSI (large scale integrated circuit). 

 
 

Fig 2.1 Hard Disk Drive 
 

The drives were precisely fixed and tightly sealed. At the center of the base, the spindle 

motor was mounted. On its hub, the plural recording media (disks) were assembled with 

spacers, and fixed by the clamp. The disks were rotated as the spindle motor rotation. The 

actuator had a winding (coil) between the permanent magnets which were fixed to the base. 

By the sending electric current through the coil, force was generated to the winding. The 

actuator was rotated (or swing) with a center at the pivot. The magnetic heads were 

mounted at the other end of the actuator as to face the disk in case the heads were 

arbitrarily positioned on a necessary track. As the heads flying over the disks with a very 

small distance, a little contamination was allowed in the drive. In this reason, the HDD 

must be assembled in a clean room. The utilizing air flow was generated by the revolution 

of the disk, the contaminant particles were captured through a circulation air filter. In 

addition, a breathing air filter was prepared to relieve any pressure difference inside, while 

limiting diffusion of humidity into the drive. 

 

The spindle motor was a kind of DC brush-less motor. The rotating part (outer rotor) 

consisted of the permanent magnets which were magnetized sector-wise. The stationary 

part (inner stator) had the yoke with coil winding on it. By sending electric current through 

one of the windings, the part of the yoke was magnetized to pull the rotor magnet. The 

current was switched at the timing that the magnetized yoke pulls the rotor magnet, 
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generating a continuous rotation. The rotor was supported by ball-bearings on which 

sealing mechanism was added to avoid the grease oil sprayed. Typical rotation speeds were 

4000, 5400, 7200 or 10,000 revolution per minute (rpm) and the speed was strictly 

controlled by the signal reproduced from the head read back. On the motor hub, the plural 

disks were stacked. With some models of HDD, balancing was adjusted during assembling 

to assure the dynamic balance [2]. 

A servo system in hard disk drive comprised with voice-coil motor (VCM), magnetic head 

sensor and servo controller. Its block diagram was shown in Fig. 2.2 [3] [4] 

 

 
 

Fig 2.2 Magnetic Magnetic head Position Control in Hard Disk Drive 

 

The servo patterns were written on  the disks during S4W process. In a servo pattern , there 

were serveral signal area as Automatic Gain Cntrol (AGC), Gray code, and A, B, C, D 

servo burst.Since, the servo pattern was arranged differrencly from data pattern in a 

magnetic sense, A servo signal detection circuit was used in order to syncronize the read 

back signal. The read back signal was then decoded into servo track number or cylinder 

number. These number were digitally recorded by using the gray code. The read back 

signals at burst A, B, C, D were used for calculating the position error signal (PES) with in 

a track. Fig. 2.3 showed the concentric and the spiral pattern [5]. The spiral line comprised 

with the sync index marks (SIMs) and the sync address marks (SAMs) and a high 

frequency pattern. These signal were used for refering each location in the first time to be 

sens signal. The spiral patterns were written in the clean room control process.  

 

 

 
Fig 2.3 Concentric and Spiral Servo pattern 
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2.2 Magnetic head and Recording Medium 

 

The recording medium was to record the data in the form of magnetization. Once recorded, 

the data were memorized semi-permanently even with no power supply. This was the most 

distinctive feature of the magnetic recording. The recording medium was made of 

aluminum substrate (or alternatively glass substrate) which the magnetic layer was formed 

by coating magnetic particles or by sputter-depositing magnetic alloy metal. The magnetic 

head was to record (write) data and reproduce (read) data from the recording medium. By 

sending electric current through the head winding, the head was magnetized and generated 

leak flux out of the head gap which made the recording medium magnetized. On the 

contrary when to read, the head sensed the magnetic flux out of the recording medium. To 

efficiently utilize the leaked magnetic flux, the distance between the head and medium 

must be minimized as small as possible. The magnetic head was moved and positioned by 

actuator onto the track to write or read. 

  

The head slider generated a floating force utilizing the air flow which occurred with 

rotation of the disk. By balancing the floating force with a spring force, a very small 

spacing was kept with very small deviation. The head suspension was to support the head 

slider in proper location with adequate press load, while acting as a gimbal which given the 

head slider a freedom of motion to the fluctuation of the disk. The assembly of the head 

slider and suspension was called HGA (head gimbal assembly). Fig. 2.4 showed the head 

gimbal assembly and head stack assembly. 

 

 
 

Fig 2.4 Head Gimbal Assembly and Head Stack Assembly 
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2.3 Servo Track Writing 

 

There were 2 types of servo writer machine which was used in self-servo writing method. 

The first type was called High Density Servo Track Writer (HDS).  At least one external 

opening hole was provided to insert the push pin arm positioning, when the drive was 

inserted in the servo writer cell. The push-pin pushed the drive’s actuator (Magnetic Head 

Stack Assembly) to desire position in order to write spiral signals on the disk. The spiral 

reference signal position can be indicted by using the record of integrator value when the 

magnetic head was on the ram. The Fig. 2.5 showed the first type of servo writer as call 

High Density Servo Track Writer [6]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.5 High Density Servo Track Writer 

 

Due to a large moving mass and friction of push pin and magnetic head stack assembly of 

HDS machine, it can be cause of high PES failure in high density recording. The external 

writing method without push-pin was preferred to be the second type of servo writer 

machine. The disk-level servo track writing technology was purposed to increase 

productivity and support higher density recording. Fig. 2.6 showed the second type of 

servo writer as call the Multi-Disk Servo Writer (MDW) [7].  

 

The number of disks was 15 disks which was more than HDS (around 4 to 5 disks as 

maximum). The MDW machine was comprised with an air-bearing spindle motor, which 

holed the spud of disks in stack by using of pneumatic system. The actuator and the 

magnetic head arm assembly were used for writing signals. The use of this method could 

avoid the disk-drive vibration during the write process. The signals were written on each 

disk surface before the disks were mounted in the drive separately. Fig. 2.7 showed the 

multi-disk writing process [7]. 
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Fig. 2.6 Multi-Disk Writer 

 
 

Fig. 2.7 The multi-disk writing process 

 

The MDW operation required a clean room environment to avoid particle and 

contamination. A disk was initially a blank. The stacking process stacked a disk to the 

spud. It was written servo or spiral information at the disk level. When a writing process 

completed, a disk was removed from a spud in order to mount into the drive. 

 

The magnetic head arm assembly (HAA) was a component to apply the magnetic flux to 

the disk which similar with a magnetic head stack assembly (HSA). During MDW 

operation, HAA was used to write the spiral signal instead HSA. The main different point 

of HSA and HAA was the control actuator. The HSA used voice coil motor to control the 

head position, meanwhile the HAA used micro-electronics actuator to control the head 

position. Fig. 2.8 showed the magnetic arm assembly. 
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Fig. 2.8 Head Arm Assembly 

 

Due to the reference signal (spiral signal) was written at disk level and the writing was not 

use drive HGA. The signal location could not measure as a HDS machine due to the ramp 

detection of HDS machine could not apply. When the location of spiral signals out of 

specification, it was a major of servo fatal error failure during Filler operation. 

 

2.4 Spindle Lock Clock 

 

In the conventional servo writing process, a clock track was the first set up to be a 

reference location. The magnetic clock head wrote concentric signal on a reference disk. 

The process was called “Disk Lock Clock”. To improve servo writing process, spindle lock 

clock was introduced. The magnetic clock head and the reference disk were removed, and 

back electro motive force (Bemf) was introduced to be reference location. Fig. 2.9 showed 

block diagram of MORTOR_CT [10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.9 Block Diagram of MOTOR_CT 

 

There was a MOTOR_CT entry into the TACH GENERATOR. This MOTOR_CT signal 

was comprised of the sum of the voltages at the three spindle phases. Fig 2.10 was a scope 

trace at summing point which was called MOTOR_CT [10]. 
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Fig. 2.10 Summing signal at CT point 

 

The occurred spikes at the motor transition points were the timing events which was trace. 

The first operation on voltage waveform was to high-pass filter. The signal transition 

spikes were a region which can be discriminated by using a voltage comparator. Fig. 2.11 

was shown the waveform after passing the summed motor phases through a high-pass filter 

[10].  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.11 Signal after high pass filtering 

 

A peak voltage was available for reference. The next stage took the peak voltage and 

generated a pair of voltage references. The positive and negative references were half way 

between the peak voltage levels. Two bold black lines were inserted in the high-passed 

waveform to illustrate these positive and negative slicer levels were shown in Fig. 2.12 

[10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.12 Positive and Negative detection 

 

The three signals were readied for the final slicer (comparator) stage. The analog 

waveform was sent to both comparators and the two slicer levels were sent to each of the 

two comparators independently. The resulting outputs from the comparators were digitized 
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representation of the spikes crossing the two thresholds. Fig.2.13 showed TACH_A and 

TACH_B signal in channel 2 and channel 3, respectively [10].  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.13 TACH_A and TACH_B signal 

 

In the glue logic in the FPGA, these two signals were merged in a NOR function. In 

addition there was an extension in time of the trailing edge of the pulse. This derived signal 

was named MINUS_RAW_TACH of the motor tachometer pulse which was then 

conditioned by the rest of the circuitry to yield the final spindle locked clock. Fig. 2.14 

showed MINUS_RAW_TACH signal [10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.14 MINUS_RAW_TACH 

 

2.5 Spiral Verification Test 

 

Smart channel card (SCC) was a part of electronic board which included wedge detection 

circuit as shown in Fig. 2.15 [11]. 
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Fig. 2.15 Wedge Detection Circuit 

 

A Wedge Detection Circuit provided raw the data of spirals football amplitude and timing. 

The wedge detection windows were trigger as the number of spiral sequence. The signals 

were amplified at preamp part which was attached on magnetic head arm assembly (HAA) 

circuit. A timing and amplitude were statically processed by C programming in order to 

find the data distributions of all spiral signals in each tested track. 

 

2.6 Sync up Test 

 

Redondo Verification Test (RVT) provided the sync up test on the spiral signal at the test 

tack. This process was one of Filler test operation in order to lock the spiral signal with 

spiral gate. In MDW machine, the testing used system on chip (SoC) model name Marvell 

88i8845. It was known as Redondo chip. Fig. 2.16 showed spiral wedge and spiral gate 

signal [5]. The spiral gate could be moved to align with the spiral football when the spiral 

gate was locked with spiral signal, spiral gate would be accurate reduced a timing period to 

find sync address mark or sync index mark timing in S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 time frame. 

The numbers of SAMs / SIMs were depended with reader width (Wr) and writer width 

(Ww). Fig. 2.17 was shown the effect of reader / writer width. When the spiral signal was 

too low, the magnetic head reader got a noise more than signal which was signal was not 

qualify. However, if spiral signal was too high, the magnetic head reader was stated in the 

saturation. It was not satisfied signal. MDW operation must controlled the spiral amplitude 

with satisfied specification on the time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.16 Sync up Test 
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Fig. 2.17 Reader / Writer Width 

 

2.7 Track map for Servo Writing 

 

In the designed servo format, a spiral range was measured from the outer part to the inner 

of the disk. The range should enough to be the reference location on a disk surface in order 

to write product sectors. Fig. 2.18 showed Track map for servo write layout [12]. Orange 

dot line was a spiral pattern fill area from Seeder operation. Bold blue line was a product 

servo field written area by Filler operation. The outer part of disk was limited by the OD 

normal ramp detect. The inner part of disk was limited by the ID cash stop detect in a disk 

drive. 

 
 

Fig. 2.18 Track map for Servo Write 

 

The start and the end of spiral signal might be shifted to the outer part of the disk or the 

inner part of the disk a bit during the mechanical alignment of MDW machine or unknown 

factors. Fig. 2.19 showed the distribution of the start and the end of spiral. The left hand 

side showed the average of OD track and the right hand side showed the average of ID 

track. In the trail of OD and ID distribution, the data showed non normal distribution (red 

area) which means the spiral pattern was shifted or high PES at a ramp or a crash stop 

zone. This symptom need to be corrected or prevented before the disk ship to Filler 

operation because the concentric track (servo sector) could be squeezed or reduced from 

TPI scaling and VDT algorithms in Filler operation [13].  
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Fig. 2.19 ID and OD track Distribution 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 System Overview 

 

 
Fig. 3.1 Schematic of Spiral Seed Self- Servo Track Writer System 

 

In the experimental, the automatic stroke measurement was implemented on a MDW 

tester, which was composed of the magnetic head arm assembly, spindle servo motor, disks 

stacker, encoder, microelectronics actuator, pattern generator & smart channel card, read 

write channel card and servo controller unit. They were shown in Fig. 3.1. They were set 

up for a testing and a simulating mechanical stroke misalignment problem. The testing was 

setup inside a laminar flow cabin in the laboratory which closely to clean room 

environment. The application was developed by using Microsoft visual C++ software 

which was dispatched to a MDW computer in order to running on a tester. The stroke data 

were collected in off line mode at the end of test cycle. 

 

3.2 System Design and Algorithm 

 

In order to automatically control the spiral stroke range, the MDW control software was 

developed to perform the spiral verification test and the sync up test at the inner and the 

outer part of the disk in order to find the satisfied track which could be represented to the 

start and the end of a spiral signal. The preamplifier model TI3482 was used in this study. 

It was a low power silicon germanium monolithic integrated circuit for use with high 

density magneto – resistive recording head. The preamplifier provided an impedance-

matched, low-noise and voltage read head bias. This preamp required supplies of +5V / -

3V. The read/write magnetic head register of preamplifier needs to be programmed to 

control the magnetic head stack according to designed algorithm. The algorithm was as 
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follows with the measured head was selected to be head 8 at the middle of magnetic head 

stack. The preamp gain was fixed at 32 dB for all test zones. The start of spiral track could 

be found at the outer part of the disk and the end of spiral track could be found at the inner 

part of the disk. When the start and the end of spiral track were identified, the spiral track 

range was calculated. Then, the ramp detection technique was applied in order to measure 

the track shift effect. It could be represented to the mechanical aliment of MDW. If stroke 

was poor, the result should be reported with shutdown pop-up message in order to verify 

the MDW machine. The mechanism was shown Fig. 3.2 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.2 Flow chart of software mechanism 
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In order to increase the seek speed, the coarse mode seek was applied in the first of all step 

seek.  

 

In case of COV monitoring part, if the COV value was over limit the magnetic head should 

switch to the find mode seek automatically. The find mode seek was the high resolution 

step seek to indicate the spiral start and the spiral end track. 

 

In case of ramp detection part, if the indicator value was over limit, the magnetic head 

should switch to the find mode seek same as the COV monitoring concept. The detection 

track should be indicate in the find mode seek when indicator was over threshold. The seek 

step selection was shown Fig. 3.3 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.3 Flow chart of coarse and find step seek  
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3.3 Test specification 

 

The test specification was set up following to table 3.1 

 

Table 3.1Test specification 

 

MDW tester model MDW2604_15 disks / spud 

Motor speed 5800 rpm. 

Preamp 

    Read/Write Channel 

    Read gain 

    MR bias 

    Magnetic head controllable 

Texas Instrument 3482, 8 bits heater 

10 

32 dB 

138 mV 

2 magnetic heads/channel 

Physical Media specification 

    Size/Thickness 

    Hc (magnetic field) 

    Mrt 

    Glide height 

    Lube thickness 

    Roughness 

    Amount 

 

2.5 inch/69 mil. 

4800+/-250 Oe. 

600 emu/cm square 

0.146 micro inch 

10 A 

2 A 

15 disks 

HGA Perpendicular Writer and TuMR 

reader with Heater actuator. 

Software Visual C++ on Window XP 

Signal 

    Spiral Amplitude 

    Write current 

    Overshoot Duration 

    Overshoot control  

    AC frequency  

    Pattern bit 

    SAM pattern bit 

    SIM pattern bit 

    OD track location 

    ID track location 

 

1.00 ~2.00 Vpeak-peak 

39.53 mA 

7 

6 

350 MHz 

101010 

010011 

001011 

-28674 

498132 

      

 

3.4 Implementation 

 

In order to implement the mechanism of software in Fig. 3.2 and 3.3, the COV (coefficient 

of variance) monitoring and the ramp detection techniques need to be implemented. The 

COV value was the indicator to detect the start and the end of spiral signal. It was defined 

as the ratio of the standard deviation   to the mean   

 

       
 

 
    (3.1) 

This was the inverse of one definition of the signal-to-noise ratio. It showed the extent of 

variability in relation to the mean of the population. The COV was computed only for data 

measured on a ratio scale, it could only take non-negative values. In the spiral written zone, 

the number of written spiral should be same as servo format (The HUBBLE product was 
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written 234 spirals). All Signals on the reference disk and testing were shown in Fig. 3.4. 

The warm up track was written at the extreme of outer part of the disk. Then, the spiral 

signals were written form the outer part of the disk to the inner part of the disk. The testing 

process was applied after complete the spiral writing process and the spiral verification 

process. 

 
 

Fig 3.4 Signals on Disk at MDW Operation 

 

Fig. 3.5 showed the spiral signal on the spiral zone. The clock detect bit (CDB) signal was 

shown in yellow and the spiral signal was shown in blue. In the spiral verification test 

process at spiral zone, the COV result was statistically calculated around 4 ~ 25. It was 

shot up (more than 25) when the spiral signal missed on any track or on the start and end of 

spiral track.  The initial seek tracks were set in initial file. The seek mode was separated to 

be coarse and fine modes.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Spiral signal on spiral zone 

 

The start of spiral track was the first test location. The test magnetic head was move to the 

initial track number -26,858 to ensure that the magnetic head fly on the test disk. The 
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coarse mode was applied in order to move the magnetic head to the outer part of the disk 

with a high seek speed. Then, the magnetic head was moved back to the inner part of the 

disk with small offset track around 15 tracks. The fine mode was applied in order to move 

the magnetic head to the outer again with a high precision scale. Fig. 3.6 showed the start 

of spiral detection method. The magnetic head was move from the outer past of the disk to 

the inner part of the disk by following the red arrow direction.  

 
 

Fig. 3.6 Start track detection 

 

When the COV parameter was over limit at 25, the start of spiral track was identified. Fig. 

3.7 showed some of spiral signal missing at the outer part of the disk. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.7 Spiral signal on the outer part of the disk 
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The COV monitoring method was applied again in order to identify the end of spiral track 

at the inner part of disk. The test magnetic head was move to the initial track number 

494050 to ensure that the magnetic head fly on the test disk. The coarse mode was applied 

in order to move the magnetic head to the inner part of the disk with a high seek speed. 

Then, the magnetic head was moved back to the outer part of the disk with small offset 

track around 15 tracks. The fine mode was applied in order to move the magnetic head to 

the inner again with a high precision scale. Fig. 3.8 showed the end of spiral detection 

method. The magnetic head was move from the inner past of the disk to the inner part of 

the disk by following the red arrow direction.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3.8 End track detection 

 

When the COV parameter was over limit at 25, the end of spiral track was identified. Fig. 

3.9 showed some of spiral signal missing at the inner part of the disk 
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Fig. 3.9 Spiral signal on the outer part of the disk 

 

The ramp detection technique used the signal comparison method in order to identify the 

location of a magnetic head. Fig. 3.10 showed the ramp detection technique and the 

magnetic head direction. When the magnetic head flied on the blank media zone, the read 

back signal was the media noise signal combine with the magnetic head noise signal which 

was shown in Fig. 3.11.      

 
 

Fig. 3.10 Spiral signal on the outer part of the disk 
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Fig. 3.11 Media noise and Magnetic head noise 

 

The coarse and the fine seek mode were applied in order to detect the ramp location which 

the direction was the outer part of the disk. When the magnetic head was lifted on the 

ramp, the read back signal was depended only the magnetic head noise because the head 

flying height was increased. The signal was rapidly decreased. When the ratio of signal on 

media and the signal on ramp reached the threshold, the ramp detection track was 

identified. Fig. 3.12 showed the signal on ramp 

  

 
 

Fig. 3.12 Signal on ramp 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 

 

4.1 MDW Operation Stroke Data 

 

The software algorithm was developed completely for having a stroke detection technique 

on MDW machine. The stroke shift can be simulated by using a gold disk alignment 

control dialogue as shown in Fig. 4.1. In edit box, an amount of shifting can be put in 

millimeter unit from 0 ~1 mm. in order to protect magnetic head fall from disk. 

Meanwhile, the raw data of the signal on a disk could be read-back to find spiral written 

start track, end track and ramp detected track.  

 

 
 

Fig 4.1 Gold Disk Alignments control dialogue 

 

Fig. 4.2 showed the COV monitoring at the OD. The magnetic head was moved from the 

OD initial track (-26858) to outer part of disk onward. In the track range of initial track to 

track -27008, the COV value a bit changed lower than the COV threshold (25). When the 

magnetic head reached the track -27018, the COV value shot up to 238.49. At this track, 

the software controlled a moving back the magnetic head with offset 15 tracks to track -

27003. The magnetic head was controlled by moving to OD again with small step seeking. 

The start of spiral was identified at track -27014 which the COV value was 29.986. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.2 COV Monitoring at OD  
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Fig. 4.3 showed the COV monitoring at the ID. The magnetic head was moved from the ID 

initial track (494050) to outer part of disk onward. In the track range of initial track to track 

494450, the COV value a bit changed lower than the COV threshold (25). When the 

magnetic head reached the track -494460, the COV value shot up to 228.66. At this track, 

the software controlled a moving back the magnetic head with offset 15 tracks to track -

27003. The magnetic head was controlled by moving to ID again with small step seeking. 

The start of spiral was identified at track 494452 which the COV value was 56.64. 

 

 
 

Fig 4.3 COV Monitoring at ID 

 

The start and the end spiral track were recorded in comma separate value (CSV) file format 

in file name stroke.csv. Fig. 4.4 was shown the distribution of start and the end track at 

MDW operation by using sample size 60 samples. The mean values of OD and ID track 

were -27,013 and 49, 4454, respectively. The standard deviation at the outer part of the 

disk was 6.98 and 1.82 at the inner part of the disk which are small values.  Refer  with 

mean of OD and ID track, The spiral range was calculated around 521,467 track which 

enough to fill concentric pattern (servo sectors) during Filler operation, this data was 

included with skew angle between writer and reader magnetic head. However, it was not 

enough to make a decision that spirals stroke shift to OD or ID because it was shown only 

spiral range. From this reason, the ramp detection technique needs to be implemented in 

order to measure the spiral track shift. 
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Fig 4.4 Distribution of Start – End Track at MDW operation 

 

4.2 MDW Ramp Detection 

 

In MDW, Ramp was extracted on a disk in order to park the magnetic head. The amplitude 

on several locations could be measured. At track around -25,000 ~ -27,000 in Fig. 4.6, the 

magnetic head read back the amplitude more than 0.5 Vp-p. It was spiral location at OD 

zone as recorded from spiral range measurement technique. When the magnetic head kept 

moving out to the outer part of the disk, the amplitude was rapidly increased more than 2 

Vp-p because the magnetic head flied on the warm up zone. The warm up zone was written 

with AC pattern 350 MHz in order to warm up the magnetic head and media, after that the 

blank media zone was detected with the low amplitude around 0.3 Vp-p. This zone showed 

with very low noise because the MDW tester did not write any data on this zone. When the 

magnetic reader head kept a moving to the outer part of the disk, the amplitude gradually 

reduced to around 0.1~0.2 Vp-p. This effect was a lifter at the end of magnetic head was 

lifted up. The ramp was detected at this track. This track was called “Ramp Detection 

Track”.  
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Fig 4.5 OD Ramp Detection at MDW operation 

 

There were many indicators to indicate the ramp detection track. Each of indicators gave 

the different result and the repeatability. In this this study, 4 indicators need to be 

experimented 

 

The comparison between signal on disk and signal on a ramp was the first indicator which 

needs to be experimented. The amplitude threshold was set as the amplitude of noise signal 

on track -100,000 (head on ramp) add with 20% of noise. The magnetic head seeking was 

stopped and indicated the track when the read-back signal amplitude dropped lower than 

amplitude threshold.  Fig. 4.6 showed the distribution of ramp detection by using the 

amplitude of noise on the ramp to be indicator.  

 

The mean value was track -41,302. The standard deviation value was 2,450 tracks. The P-

Value was 0.024 and the Skewness was 0.623790. 
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Fig 4.6 Distribution of Ramp Detection by using noise on ramp 

 

The second indicator was the percentage changed of signal on the disk. This technique 

used a comparison between amplitude of signals on blank disk without AC erase zone and 

a amplitude changing at each track. The threshold limit was set by using the amplitude 

outside AC erase zone then subtracted with 20% of signal on same tack. The magnetic 

head seeking was stopped and indicated the track when the read-back signal amplitude 

dropped lower than amplitude threshold. Fig. 4.7 showed the distribution of ramp detection 

by using the amplitude of blank disk zone to be indicator.  

 

The mean value was track -41,017. The standard deviation value was 2,473 tracks. The P-

Value was 0.025 and the Skewness was 0.612398. 
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Fig 4.7 Distribution of Ramp Detection by using percentage drop 

 

 

The third indicator was the slope changed of signal on the disk. This technique used test 

track same as the second technique but the threshold limit was set by using an angle of pre 

and post of seeking at each track.  

 

 θ  atan (y / x)    (4.1) 

When  y  differential of pre and post of amplitude signal 

 x  the spec of each track 

 

The magnetic head seeking was stopped and indicated the track when the read-back signal 

amplitude dropped lower than amplitude threshold. Fig. 4.7 showed the distribution of 

ramp detection by using the amplitude of blank disk zone to be indicator. 

 

The mean value was track -40,913. The standard deviation value was 2,470 tracks. The P-

Value was 0.023 and the Skewness was 0.624881. 
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Fig 4.8 Distribution of Ramp Detection by using an angle of amplitude 

 

 

The Fourth indicator was the proportional change of signal on the disk. This technique 

used test track same as the second and third technique but the threshold limit was set by 

using a proportional between of pre and post amplitude of seeking at each track. The 

magnetic head seeking was stopped and indicated the track when the read-back signal 

amplitude dropped lower than amplitude threshold. Fig. 4.7 showed the distribution of 

ramp detection by using the amplitude of blank disk zone to be indicator.  

 

The mean value was track -41,026. The standard deviation value was 2,468 tracks. The P-

Value was 0.023 and the Skewness was 0.615367. 
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Fig 4.9 Distribution of Ramp Detection by using proportional of amplitude 

 

 

In the results of ramp detection by using each indicator, the second technique gave the best 

result as shown with P-value as 0.025 and the Skewness value smaller than other 

technique. This technique was selected to be a feature. 

 

 

4.3 Process Capability 

 

In order to apply a new technique to measure spiral stroke on the reference disk, process 

capability analysis was an importance part which needed to be analyzed. The data were 

more collected as 280 samples, the statistical process control (SPC) technique was applied. 

The normality test was applied to determine whether the population from all samples was 

non-normal distribution or normal distribution. In Fig. 4.10, the data points roughly 

followed the straight line. The P-value was over 0.05. It can be concluded that the data 

were from a normally distributed population. Therefore, the normal distribution tool can be 

applied. 
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Fig 4.10 Normality test of Ramp Detection  
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Fig 4.11 Distribution of Ramp Detection Track at MDW Operation 

 

Fig. 4.11 showed the distribution of ramp detection, the data each sub group showed that it 

form to normally distribution. Fig. 4.12 showed the Individual chart which automatically 
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generated the upper and lower control limit at track number -32693 and -50312, 

respectively. There was one point out of upper control limit. This point was showed with 

red point at sample 207, track -32538. This point could be detected and alerted to user.  
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Fig 4.12 I Chart of Ramp Detection 
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Fig 4.13 Process Capability of Ramp Detection 
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Fig. 4.13 showed the process capability of ramp detection when applied to upper and lower 

control limit to upper and lower spec limit. 

 

 

4.4 Test Time 

 

Due to the automatic stroke measurement technique was processed after spiral writing and 

testing. The measurement time could be measured when all processes complete. Fig. 4.14 

showed the distribution of the test time. The mean value was 1.59 minute. The 

conventional method used the measure time around 15 minute by using manually measure 

with a golden disk. It was shown that new method improved the measurement time. At the 

result, the cycle time was improved around 9 .4 times.  
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Fig 4.14 Process Capability of Ramp Detection 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, test-setup for performing spiral stroke measurement at MDW is successfully 

achieved through spiral range measurement and ramp detection techniques in the 

laboratory same as clean room area. The tester repeatability is also done in an engineering 

mode with MDW tester in order to ensure that the feature can be integrated to normal 

production. There is no cost for hardware modification which is a convenience and nice 

benefice to apply in production. 

 

A variation of a spud holder tolerance in each cycle shows normal variances of stroke 

detection track and stroke range. 

 

5.2 Recommendation 

 

Due to the stroke detection technique always is closely tested at edge of the disk. This zone 

has a very rough and closes to chamfer area. The particle or contamination might be caused 

of a getting stuck in magnetic head and disk spacing. The recommendation is a sampling 

test must be performed in clean area. 

 

The upper and lower limit should be optimizing after deploying the stroke measurement 

technique to normal production due to process variation.  

 

The optimization can be extended to other technique such as moving average limit 

technique in case of magnetic heads are changed or MDW tester is maintained. 

 

In the ramp detection technique part, the touch down sensor on the magnetic head can be 

applied by comparing the temperature change on the disk and magnetic head. 
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